West Virginia, With Brilliant Record, Bows to Georgetown in Rough Hard-Fought Contest.

Georgetown marked up its third straight victory in the game last Saturday. The Virginia Wesleyan encounter, seemed to have struck the Old Blue and Gray squad in good shape. The Maroon does not lack for kickers, as Noonan, the quarterback, is a clever drop-kicker, and Gately can punt consistently for a forty-yard average.

From reports it will be no easy battle. Boston College beat Fordham, 20-0, but it was early in the season and Fordham's men were practically all green, while Boston had a veteran team. Last week's game, when Fordham registered a 12-6 victory over Villa Nova, gives a better estimate of their powers. The Maroon did not lose a game to the Maroon, and in that year lost, 14-0. Last year Fordham had no team on account of disbanding the team. A fast, defensive man and a hard line-backer, he, as the only effective man in the Villa Nova game, besides Gatley, the fullback, Halloran intercepted a forward pass and, aided by good interference, showed his speed by racing 50 yards for a touchdown. The Maroon does not lack for kickers, as Noonan, the quarterback, is a clever drop-kicker, and Gately can punt consistently for a forty-yard average.

FORDHAM TO OPPOSE G. U. SATURDAY

Old Rivals Clash in New York
For First Time in Two Seasons.

Another old rival faces the Blue and Gray next Saturday when Georgetown faces up to New York Fordham. This game is used to be one of the biggest on the schedule, with the honors resting with the Hilltoppers. In the ten years before 1918 Georgetown did not lose a game to the Maroon, and in that year lost, 14-0. Last year Fordham had no team on account of disbanding. Fordham's men were all green, while Boston had a veteran team. Last week's game, when Fordham registered a 12-6 victory over Villa Nova, gives a better estimate of their powers. The Maroon did not lose a game to the Maroon, and in that year lost, 14-0. Last year Fordham had no team on account of disbanding the team. A fast, defensive man and a hard line-backer, he, as the only effective man in the Villa Nova game, besides Gatley, the fullback, Halloran intercepted a forward pass and, aided by good interference, showed his speed by racing 50 yards for a touchdown. The Maroon does not lack for kickers, as Noonan, the quarterback, is a clever drop-kicker, and Gately can punt consistently for a forty-yard average.
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PUBLICITY BUREAU NOW REORGANIZED

Rourke, '21, Heads Committee to Work With Hoya in Spreading News of University.

Members of the University Publicity Bureau for 1920-21 have been appointed. Last year the plan was put into effect by Leo J. Casey, then Managing Editor of THE HOYA, and did much good in spreading news of the University all over the country. Albert T. Rourke, of the senior class has been made chairman of the bureau, which will work in cooperation with THE HOYA. The following men will work with Mr. Rourke: Sylvan Pauly, Martin Maloney, James McNally, Arthur Carroll, Michael Brudner, John Hughes, Leo Vaccaro, George Eisele, Joseph Lilly, John F. Dailey, James Grasty and William H. Daly.

During the remaining part of the football season these men will be assigned to different papers in New York, Baltimore, Atlanta, and Boston. It will be their duty to supply newspapers daily with the news and pictures of the football team. After the football season the activities of this bureau will be extended. The bureau will send news of all athletics and anything else of general interest to newspapers all over the country.

THE DUST PAN.

By R. F. C.

Vardon and Ray, the English golfers, still continue to clean up. Every day is fire prevention day for these blighters. Despite the fact that they come out on the links (means the same as golf course) in short pants, they are two of the most long winded golfers known. They have a deceitful habit of yelling four and then making the hole in two. But after all Archie, after all, it is only fitting that the English should take the cake in a game that requires sticking around the tea.

Yale was laying for Boston College, and some of them were still laying when the game was over.

Did you ever notice the black look you get if you don't tip a Pullman porter. Pullman patrons are complaining of it and demanding a change, but if there is any change coming watch the dusky dusters sweep it up.

Jessie James has more descendants than any man in history.

The blond haired negro on Wisconsin Avenue is still the subject of much curiosity.

Advice to parents—if you don't know what business to start your son in, try the railroad game—there's no better training known.

It is being whispered around that you can tell whether a girl is plucky or not by her eyebrows.

Having studied ethics for two weeks and after much deliberation we have come to the conclusion that anybody who won money on Cincinnati should return the same (if this suggestion meets with any success will those who bet on the black white socks kindly remember the writer).

Just think, only a little over eight months to June.

They are thinking of changing the name of F Street to T Street in memory of the hounds who help hold the corners up every day.

Men will look better this season

This season's style is quite different; and many college men will be glad, because it is more comfortable and easy-looking than the soldier-like models of past seasons.

The new coats have a free swing from the shoulders—the waist line is lower and not shaped in—the vent is shorter and behaves better.

And remember there is art in the cut of a full coat. It must hang right when you sit or stand—when it's buttoned or unbuttoned—when your arms are up or down.

Art in design is what has made the Style reputation of Society Brand Clothes. And all-wool fabrics along with fine hand-tailoring hold these clothes to the lines of the design.

WITH THE VARIOUS GRADES OF CLOTHING FLOODING THE MARKET, LOOK FOR THE LABEL AS YOUR GUIDE

ALFRED DECKER & CO., Limits, for Canada

CHICAGO NEW YORK MONTREAL

STYLE HEADQUARTERS

where Society Brand Clothes are sold

The Hecht Co. SEVENTH STREET AT F
The advanced course group of the R. O. T. C. has commenced pistol prac-
tice in the hollow. The basic group, composed of Sophomores and Freshmen,
have begun small-bore rifle firing. Thus
are also at work upon a course in mili-
tary topography. The subjects thus far
have proven to be very accu-
ry. The rifles used are the special 22-
cal. article manufactured for the gov-
ernment by a famous small-arms con-
fection and have been praised in any
way of the trolley line.

A series of matches will be shot by
squads within each company. The best
shots in the companies will then contest
for the championship of the Unit. The

The following committee was appoint-
ed to arrange for a smoker in connec-
tion with the initiation of the several
new members: Thomas E. O’Hearn,
chairman; John J. Cooney and Edward
J. Dailey. The committee has made
plans for a program of songs and recita-
tions.

SUCCESSFUL SENIORS.

Hoffman, Law, ’21, was successful in
his recent bar examination of the Dis-

The fourth carton of Fatimas to be
given away by the
31st and M Streets, N. W.

The Farmers & Mechanics
National Bank
31st and M Streets, N. W.
Organized in 1818—106 years old
We invite your patronage

Donahue’s Pharmacy
Drugs, Soda, Cigars, Cigar-
ettes, Stationery and Toilet
Requisites

Donahue’s Pharmacy
Drugs, Soda, Cigars, Cigar-
ettes, Stationery and Toilet
Requisites

R. O. T. C.

HAMILTON CLUB.

Plans for taking an active part in the
celebration of the Golden Jubilee of
the founding of the Law School were
made at the first regular meeting of the
Hamilton Law Club in the clubrooms
Sunday. President Ward Hunt, who
welcomed the members, made an ad-

T. C. Council.

WM. DEMUTH & CO., NEW YORK
WORLD’S LARGEST MAKERS OF FINE PIPES

The Connecticut Lunch
Cor. Wisconsin Ave. and O St.

THE PLACE FOR A QUICK
BITE OR A HEARTY MEAL

Clean Food
Moderate Prices
DEFEATING YALE.

"Defeating Yale" is a phrase dear to the hearts of Georgetown men. It was done last spring by the championship football team when the Blue and Gray routed the Bulldogs in an unusually large score. It can be done again this fall not directly, it is true, but the honor will be none the less great. The powerful Boston College team last Saturday very nearly defeated us on the gridiron. Georgetown takes pleasure in this for two reasons: Boston College is a sister institution to Georgetown, and secondly, Georgetown's as yet undefeated eleven even be called better than the Champions of the East. The battle of battles it will be, with the victor uncertain until the last few moments of play. Even as it was in the Blue and Gray game last fall. That there is a strong probability of a Georgetown victory we know from watching the Blue and Gray team in its three contests. The public will find this "probable" victory can be turned into a certain triumph is beyond doubt if there is a large Georgetown section present at the contest. The game takes place during the Thanksgiving holidays and when the opportunity be a sufficiently large delegation from here be able to secure a special train to Boston with headquarters at one of the Boston hotels. Make it a Georgetown holiday with Boston College "enemies" to furnish the day's entertainment.

PERFUMED ROSES.

A recent issue of a New York paper contained a story of a sociable leader who has invented a mechanical device for teaching a canary to sing. Satirists of the past who spoke of singing sections present in the rose, painting the sunset, and so forth, would take delight in this latest twist of artificially "beautifying" or adding to nature. The dear lady, however, who seeks to enrich the mealy throated soprano of the little canary is not alone in her absurd foibles. All over the world to-day the fadists are running riot, threatening to overturn the old order of things with a host of absurdities which are laughable if their effects were certain not to be. Many a sane thinking man to put an end to this "out-Heroding of Herod. The one thing that can cure the fadist, whether he be raving Bolshevist, a devotee of Amy Lowell, or a victim of Sir Oliver Lodge's hallucinations, is sobriety and oblivion. The fadist feeds on cheap fantasy, painting the sunset, fuming on the rose, painting the sunset, and so forth, it is true, but the only representation of the finer things and plays with everyday, possible plots. The eternal triangle may furnish Robert W. Chambers with a few more "best sellers," blasé disregard of the old principles of morality will call out a heedless laugh, but it is only a representation of the fin de siècle of life, mellowed by much laughter and softened by a few tears, that would let one tug at the heart strings and insure more than the usual run of popularity to a modern play.

VOY.

That the American theatre-going public still loves clean sentiment and natural themes in its plays and is not too proud to wipe away a stray tear of sympathy was manifested in the reception accorded to the play, "Buddies," presented last week at Poli's Theatre in Washington. "Buddies" is a refreshing departure from the customary "bon-does," plays that are nowadays disgracing the stage. Its inordinate setting in an American army billet near a French farm, the sweet simplicity of the mother, and the charming whimsomness and refinement of the little French girl who fell in love with the brave American received greater applause than all the glaring representations of cabarets, bizarre songs, and the like that have appeared in Washington for many a day. And the explanation of the popularity of "Buddies" is simple enough. People like decent things and plays with everyday, possible plots. The eternal triangle may furnish Robert W. Chambers with a few more "best sellers," blasé disregard of the old principles of morality will call out a heedless laugh, but it is only a representation of the fin de siècle of life, mellowed by much laughter and softened by a few tears, that would let one tug at the heart strings and insure more than the usual run of popularity to a modern play.

"Buddies."
FOREIGN SERVICE OFFICERS Nominated

First Shot Fired in Campaign to Elect Heads of Senior Class.

At the meeting of the Senior Class of the Foreign Service School, held last Friday night, the officers for the coming year were nominated. The meeting was presided over by John Jacobs, president of last year's class, who despite rumors to the contrary, has returned to the School. In a brief but forcible address President Jacobs outlined his views as to the requirements necessary in a candidate and the duties of the office, and thanked the class for the wholehearted support they had accorded him.

At the conclusion of his address the nominations for president were opened. Despite the wishes of many who desired to see Mr. Jacobs continue in office he refused to allow his name to be proposed for a second term. Mr. Philip D. Sullivan was then nominated by Joseph Quinn and his name was received with great enthusiasm by the class. In a short speech of acceptance Mr. Sullivan expressed his appreciation of the honor conferred on him and stated that all his time would be spent if elected, in making a success of the Senior Class.

Mr. T. P. O'Connell was the second man put in nomination. Mr. O'Connell was the vice president of last year's class and is very popular with the men. In his speech of acceptance he praised the work done by the class last year and outlined his platform for the coming one.

Metger Smeach, the popular football star, and Somerfield Green were the men nominated for the office of vice president. For the treasurer's position Leonine Walsh and Carl Bricker, two of the hardest working and most popular students in the School, were nominated. Russell C. Jones, who is well known to all Georgetown men, and Raymond T. Casey were the candidates for the office of secretary.

D. J. McCarthy and H. Bentley McKenzie were re-elected to the offices of sergeant-at-arms and historian, respectively.

Election night is only a short distance away and there is already a keen rivalry existing between the various candidates and a hot fight is expected, and no matter who wins he will come out of the fight knowing that he has had real opposition.

SHORT STORY CONTEST.

The Editor of the Georgetown College Journal announces that the first edition of the Journal will appear this week. In this issue an announcement of the annual Short Story contest will be made, and also the rules governing the contest, which will close on December 8th. A gold University watch fob will be the prize and the Editors request that everybody in the college participate. Albert May, '21, and Leo J. Casey, '21, were the winners of the contest last year.

The Manager of Football announces that Georgetown was invited to play Syracuse on Thanksgiving Day in Springfield, Mass. The invitation had to be declined, however, because Georgetown plays Boston College the Saturday following Thanksgiving Day at Boston.

The law librarians for the year have been appointed: Wm. N. Manger, Head Librarian; Paul E. Hadlick, Paul Gillioli, and E. H. Callahan.

STUDENT COUNCIL OF COLLEGE MEETS

Infraction of Freshmen Rules to Be Dealt With Severely. Violations Reported.

The first meeting of the Student Council for the year was held Friday evening, October 15. The chief purpose of the meeting was to organize and to outline the plans of the council for the coming year.

President of the Council MacElhinney opened the meeting by urging the Council to see to it that a constitution of the Yard be drawn up. Mr. MacElhinney gave several good reasons for the need of this constitution which should govern the various activities of student classes at the college. Mr. MacElhinney then put his suggestion in the form of a motion and it was carried.

A committee, with Mr. MacElhinney as chairman, was appointed to draw up this constitution.

At the meeting the question of the Freshmen rules was brought up and the only criticism that was reported was that some of the rules governing the Army were not understood by the men. Mr. MacElhinney allayed their fears and stated that all the men should be made acquainted with the rules.

The council pointed out that the Freshmen were bent on repeating the feat of last year's class. Their football men when they alight from the train for the game with the Navy will no doubt disclaim it, but we have positive information that his Washington girl is betting on Navy.

The Freshmen are bent on repeating the feat of last year's class. Their football team started practice Monday. Sufficient money has been collected to furnish the necessary equipment.

The Sub-Freshman football team opened its season last Thursday, October 14th, with a victory over Gonzaga High School by a score of 25 to 6. The winners outplayed their opponents and plunged through their line almost at will. Kreuser and Harvey were consistent ground-gainers for the Subs, and, together with the ends, Scally and Mulvihill, played brilliantly on the defensive. Byrne starred for the visitors, scoring their only touchdown in the last minute of play, when Gonzaga braced and rushed the ball down the field for their only tally.

Al Reid, President of the Senior class, promises to have the glad hand ready for the football men when they alight from the train for the game with the Golden Tornado.

The best of everything college men wear.

Rogers Peet Company

Broadway at 41st St.

"Four Corners" at 42nd St.

NEW YORK CITY

Bits of Blue and Gray

No question about it! The suits and overcoats you buy from our representative must be right! The woolens we test chemically before we make them up. Fit, style and price you know before you take the order.

Besides, when you get them, you don't have to keep them if not O. K. in every way. "Money back" says that. That goes for our furnishings, hats and shoes, too.

The Sub-Freshman football team opened its season last Thursday, October 14th, at the fraternity house, 1872 California street. Plans were discussed for a number of dances and other affairs to take place before the Christmas vacation. All the undergraduate members are back and several of the graduates have returned to the University to take up post graduate work.

Dad and Deyor Kinnison of the class of '29 and Tom Conway, a member of the class of '28 write from Detroit that they will be on hand for the Navy game.

The Freshmen are bent on repeating the feat of last year's class. Their football team started practice Monday. Sufficient money has been collected to furnish the necessary equipment.

At Reid, President of the Senior class, will no doubt disclaim it, but we have positive information that his Washington girl is betting on Navy.
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At Reid, President of the Senior class, will no doubt disclaim it, but we have positive information that his Washington girl is betting on Navy.
an onside kick. Malley foiled the at-
down, then received a pass from Flavin
twice for first
tackle
line.

change of punts and several fumbles
tried another pass, which Leighty inter-
vin punted to mid-field and Snedegar
yard line. Tun quick forward passes,
on the last line, and in four rushes
the 8-yard line. Here Georgetown
for downs on the 30-yard mark. An ex-
showed the fighting
spirit
it always has
Snedegar to Boyd, carried the oval to
ball was called back on a penalty, which
tempt by making a fair catch, but the
and the ball was brought out 20 yards.

At the
of, the last quarter Leary
Kenyon's kick-off at the start of the
tournament, in straight sets, 6—2, 6—2,
mer, put up a game fight but was beaten
in a Hilltop tournament, two hours and
enty minutes elapsing before the
ocrier, "game, set, match." The
score does not show how close the
match really was, but a stroke analysis
reveals the fact that the tall stocky bru-
nette, Ray, scored but sixteen points
more than his young, thin and blonde
freshman brother. Paul Kunkle played
an unusually steady game, succumbing
only to the terrific service and wonder-
ful overhead game of his elder brother.
Ray won the first two sets and led at
3—1 in the third set, when Paul uncov-
ered an array of points which quickly
tied the score and eventually won the
set. In the last set, however, he was
outgained and outgeneraled by the elder
Kunkle.

In the semi-final round Paul Kunkle
experienced much harder opposition
than was expected when he played
Freddy Haas, Boys' Sectional Cham-
pion of Washington. Young Haas, who
was a semi-finalist at the National Boys'
Championship at Forrest Hills last sum-
ner, put up a game fight but was beaten
in straight sets, 6—4, 6—3, 6—0, by the
more experienced Kunkle. In the other
semi-final match Ray Kunkle defeated
Charles O'Byrne, winner of the 1919
tournament, in straight sets, 6—2, 6—2,
6—3, O'Byrne was very erratic and did
not seem to be able to keep his shots insi-
de the court. Following is a stroke
analysis of the finals.

First Set—
K. Kunkle....... 4 4 4 4 5 6 2 2 4—30
P. Kunkle....... .6 1 2 0 7 4 4 4 4 2—32
Second Set—
R. Kunkle...... 4 4 5 1 7 4 1 2 4—36
P. Kunkle....... .2 1 7 4 0 1 4 4 1 2 9—39
Third Set—
R. Kunkle..... 2 4 4 5 1 2 1 4 6 2—31
P. Kunkle...... 4 2 1 3 4 4 4 2 8 4—36
Fourth Set—
R. Kunkle..... 4 4 4 3 5 4 5 4 0 3—37
P. Kunkle...... 4 2 2 5 5 3 1 4 7 9—39
The other results of the tournament were:
Fourth round: P. Kunkle defeated A.
Sheridan, 6—1, 6—0, 6—2. W. Dolle defeated
W. Haas 6—4, 6—0, 6—4. O'Byrne defeated
M. MacElhenny 6—3, 6—3, 6—4. R. Kunkle defeated
J. English, 6–0, 6–1.

Semi-finals: P. Kunkle defeated F.
Hass 6–0, 6–0, 6–2, and R. Kunkle de-
cated C. O'Byrne 6–2, 6–2, 6–3.

Finals: P. Kunkle defeated R. Kunkle,
6–4, 6–4, 6–0, 6–3.

WILLIAM SCHERER

Corner 35th and O Streets N. W.
LAW MEN SEEK
PHILOSOPHY COURSE
Committee Waits on Dean, Who Promises Action in Regard to Desired Classes.

Realizing that some of the students of the Law School have not had the advantages of a preparatory college course and knowing the necessity of developing the mind for difficult problems, a movement has been inaugurated for the establishment of a philosophy course at the school. It is being fathered by Jack Eisenmenger and Ed Daley of the Senior class. Lanman, president of the class last year, is also taking an active part in the circulating of the petitions. The three men waited on Secretary Fegan recently and laid the matter before him. He promised to present the subject to the members of the faculty. The course, if established, will be taught on Saturday evenings, after the regular lecture. In all probability it will be an elective.

STUDENT A JUDGE.
Georgetown alumni is famous for its illustrious judges and legal lights, but the Senior class of the law school believe that they have outstripped all others by having the honor of having a real live judge as a fellow student. He is William S. Snow, recently appointed judge of the civil cases in Alexandria. Snow passed the Virginia bar after taking two years in Georgetown. A little tip to Georgetown men. If you are going to be arrested in Alexandria best go over now and have it over. The police court judge, who usually occupies the bench, is off on a vacation. Snow, besides holding down his regular job, is warming the police court bench.
Honest, now—have you found the right cigarette?

If you are the least bit doubtful, it is probably for one of two reasons:

Either your cigarette contains too much Turkish tobacco and is over-rich and heavy, or it contains too little Turkish and lacks taste.

The 'right' cigarette should have less Turkish than those of the straight Turkish variety, but more Turkish than ordinary part-Turkish or Turkish Blend cigarettes. In other words, it should contain 'just enough Turkish.'

Judging from scores of sales-records such as the one above, most smokers find 'just enough Turkish' in Fatima.

For while Fatimas do avoid the over-richness of straight Turkish cigarettes, yet they contain more Turkish than any other Turkish Blend. Rich, but not over-rich; that explains why Fatimas please the taste withoutiring it.

You can prove this.

LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.

INVITATIONS READY FOR LAW JUBILEE

Alumni from All Over the Country Will Be Present at 50th Anniversary.

A meeting of the General Committee in Charge of the Celebration of the Fiftieth Anniversary of the Law School foundation was held at the new Prep School on Sunday afternoon, at 3:30 o'clock. Rev. John B. Creeden, President of the University, and chairman of the committee, presided. The following members of the committee were present: George E. Hamilton, Dean of the Law School, in Charge of Academic Celebration; Hugh J. Fegan, Assistant Dean of the Law School, in charge of celebration of the opening of the new Law Library; D. W. O'Donogue, in charge of reunion of Law School classes; Jas. S. Easby-Smith, in charge of Faculty reception; Frank J. Hogan, in charge of Law Banquet; Conrad Reid, in charge of football game. The form of invitation to be issued to all graduates and alumni of the Law School was prepared, and also the invitation to be addressed to other law schools. Dean Hamilton is sending out six thousand letters to graduates and alumni of the School, requesting a statement from them as to whether they will be present for the celebration. The next meeting of the committee will be held at the Prep School next Sunday, October 24, 1920.

LAW JOURNAL STAFF PICKED

Harvey R. Johnson as Editor-in-Chief Heads New Board at Downtown School.

Dean Hamilton has appointed the Editorial Staff of the Georgetown Law Journal, the law periodical and review published by the law students with the assistance of a faculty committee, consisting of Professors Jesse C. Adams and Hugh J. Fegan. The appointments were made solely on the basis of scholarship, as the work on the law review requires a broad and exact knowledge of legal principles. The board consists of the following: Harvey R. Johnson, Editor-in-Chief; William N. Manger, Note Editor; Bernard Schlesinger, Case Editor; Ward Hunt, Book Review Editor; George W. Carr, Business Manager; C. A. McDonald, Circulation Manager. The staff is made up of the following: Captain L. X. Rock, J. A.; Commander E. D. Stanley, U. S. N., J. C. Courtney, A. L. Tennyson, James M. Gray, Franklin C. Parks, George D. Horning, Jr., John H. Dykes, E. R. Decker, R. M. Hamilton, Frank L. Buckley.

DELTA PHI EPSILON

Owing to the fact that the Foreign Service editor was misinformed, last week a story was published saying that the Delta Phi Epsilon fraternity of the Foreign School had obtained a lease on the Calvert Club for a fraternity house. The fraternity had the house in consideration but did not obtain a lease on it. Instead they secured an option on a house at 1335 Connecticut avenue, where several members now reside.

The raffle for a trip to the Fordham game with all expenses paid takes place at the College today.

The Inter-class Track meet for the College will take place on October 27th on the Varsity Field. All the classes have teams practicing for the event and great interest is being manifested by the entire student body.